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In a contemporary media-rich society, distance
education is becoming increasingly
indistinguishable from mainstream traditional
methods. Contemporary students, too, have
greater need than ever before for education that
caters to their specific needs and hectic schedules.
Outlooks and Opportunities in Blended and
Distance Learning investigates the impact of the
digital age on various methods of distance
education, such as e-learning, virtual learning,
online learning, and m-learning. Researchers,
educators, and students currently engaged in or
looking to implement distance education principles
in their own practices will find a seminal reference
collection exploring new methods of offering
flexibility, accessibility, and freedom to students
with a variety of educational backgrounds,
situations, and needs.
A call to reclaim and rethink the field of designing
as a liberal art where diverse voices come together
to shape the material world. We live in a material
world of designed artifacts, both digital and analog.
We think of ourselves as users; the platforms,
devices, or objects provide a service that we can
use. But is this really the case? We Are Not Users
argues that people cannot be reduced to the entity
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called “user”; we are not homogenous but diverse.
That buzz of dissonance that we hear reflects the
difficulty of condensing our diversity into “one size
fits all.” This book proposes that a new
understanding of design could resolve that
dissonance, and issues a call to reclaim and rethink
the field of designing as a liberal art where diverse
voices come together to shape the material world.
The authors envision designing as a dialogue,
simultaneously about the individual and the
social—an act enriched by diversity of both
disciplines and perspectives. The book presents the
building blocks of a language that can conceive
designing in all its richness, with relevance for both
theory and practice. It introduces a theoretical
model, terminology, examples, and a framework for
bringing together the social, cultural, and political
aspects of designing. It will be essential reading for
design theorists and for designers in areas ranging
from architecture to software design and
policymaking.
Over the past decade much attention has been
paid to the apparent differences in consumption
preferences or workplace attitudes and behaviours
across generations. Within Western economies
such as the USA, UK and Australia, it is commonly
assumed that that there are now four generations
in the workplace, namely Veterans (born
1925-1942), Baby Boomers (1943-1960),
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Generation X (1961-1981) and Generation Y (19822000) The concept of generational differences at
work is one that has recently been adopted by
practitioners as a basis on which to design human
resource management and career management
practices. However, there has been some concern
in academic circles about the validity of the notion
of generations and the evidence base that supports
it. There is therefore a need for new perspectives
and methodological approaches to investigating
generational differences at work in order to
establish the validity and value of generations as
an axis of diversity. Generational Diversity at Work:
New Research Perspectives will address this need
by presenting and discussing research into
generational diversity that adopts a range of new
theoretical perspectives or methodological
approaches. This book is designed as a first step in
addressing the need to critically examine the
theoretical and empirical basis for generational
differences and to provide some new empirical
data in this area.
An exploration of how design might be led by
marginalized communities, dismantle structural
inequality, and advance collective liberation and
ecological survival. What is the relationship
between design, power, and social justice? “Design
justice” is an approach to design that is led by
marginalized communities and that aims expilcitly
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to challenge, rather than reproduce, structural
inequalities. It has emerged from a growing
community of designers in various fields who work
closely with social movements and communitybased organizations around the world. This book
explores the theory and practice of design justice,
demonstrates how universalist design principles
and practices erase certain groups of
people—specifically, those who are intersectionally
disadvantaged or multiply burdened under the
matrix of domination (white supremacist
heteropatriarchy, ableism, capitalism, and settler
colonialism)—and invites readers to “build a better
world, a world where many worlds fit; linked worlds
of collective liberation and ecological
sustainability.” Along the way, the book documents
a multitude of real-world community-led design
practices, each grounded in a particular social
movement. Design Justice goes beyond recent calls
for design for good, user-centered design, and
employment diversity in the technology and design
professions; it connects design to larger struggles
for collective liberation and ecological survival.
Perspectives on Diversity and Design
Applying the Critical Friends Approach to the EdD
and Beyond
Designing for Emotion
Embracing Well-Being in Diverse African Contexts:
Research Perspectives
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Graphic Design in Urban Environments
Innovating with People
Expanding Perspectives on Open Science:
Communities, Cultures and Diversity in Concepts
and Practices
Cultivating Professional Identity in Design is a
nuanced, comprehensive companion for
designers across disciplines honing their
identities, self-perception, personal strengths,
and essential attributes. Designers’ identities,
whether rooted in education, workforce training,
digital technology, arts and graphics, built
environment, or other fields, are always evolving,
influenced by any combination of current
mindset, concrete responsibilities, team
dynamics, and more. Applicable to designers of
all contexts, this inspiring yet rigorous book
guides practitioners and students to progress
with ten key traits: empathy, uncertainty,
creativity, ethics, diversity/equity/inclusion,
reflection, learning, communication,
collaboration, and decision-making. Though it
details a complete journey from start to finish,
this book acknowledges the varying paths of
designers’ roles and is structured for a flexible,
highly iterative reading experience. Segments
can be read individually or out of order and
revisited for new insights. Current and future
stages of development – education experience,
early-career opportunities, mid-career
accomplishments, and/or career transitions – are
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factored in without hierarchy. Specific takeaways,
activities, and reflection exercises are intended
to work across settings and levels of experience.
Design hopefuls and experts alike will find a new
way to participate in and persevere through their
work.
Twenty-one years ago, the term 'electronic
publishing' promised all manner of potential that
the Web and network technologies could bring to
scholarly communication, scientific research and
technical innovation. Over the last two decades,
tremendous developments have indeed taken
place across all of these domains. One of the
most important of these has been Open Science;
perhaps the most widely discussed topic in
research communications today. This book
presents the proceedings of Elpub 2017, the 21st
edition of the International Conference on
Electronic Publishing, held in Limassol, Cyprus,
in June 2017. Continuing the tradition of
bringing together academics, publishers,
lecturers, librarians, developers, entrepreneurs,
users and all other stakeholders interested in the
issues surrounding electronic publishing, this
edition of the conference focuses on Open
Science, and the 27 research and practitioner
papers and 1 poster included here reflect the
results and ideas of researchers and practitioners
with diverse backgrounds from all around the
world with regard to this important
subject.Intended to generate discussion and
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debate on the potential and limitations of
openness, the book addresses the current
challenges and opportunities in the ecosystem of
Open Science, and explores how to move forward
in developing an inclusive system that will work
for a much broader range of participants. It will
be of interest to all those concerned with
electronic publishing, and Open Science in
particular.
Diversity and Design explores how design whether of products, buildings, landscapes,
cities, media, or systems - affects diverse
members of society. Fifteen case studies in
television, marketing, product design,
architecture, film, video games, and more,
illustrate the profound, though often hidden,
consequences design decisions and processes
have on the total human experience. The book
not only investigates how gender, race, class,
age, disability, and other factors influence the
ways designers think, but also emphasizes the
importance of understanding increasingly diverse
cultures and, thus, averting design that leads to
discrimination, isolation, and segregation. With
over 140 full-color illustrations, chapter
summaries, discussion questions and exercises,
Diversity and Design is a valuable tool to help you
understand the importance of designing for all.
Although diversity is a twentieth-century term, as
the United States continues through the twentyfirst century, the issue of diversity in society and
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in organizations is becoming more complex.
Managing Diversity in the Military addresses
current equal opportunity and diversity issues
and explores how the military is attempting to
resolve them.The research presented reflects
interests of scholars from various backgrounds
who use different models, approaches, and
methodologies, many of which are adapted from
the study of civilian institutions. The work is
divided into five sections ""Contemporary
Approaches to Managing Diversity,""
""Diversifying Leadership: Equity in Evaluation
and Promotion,"" ""Gender Integration and
Sexual Harassment,"" ""Military Discipline and
Race,"" and ""Where Do We Go from Here?""
which proposes future research directions for
equal opportunity and diversity management in
the armed forces.All of the areas explored in this
accessibly written volume have counterparts in
the civilian sector. The book offers insights,
practical methodologies, and effective
management guidelines for commanders, civiliansector executives, and human resource
practitioners responsible for equal opportunity
programs and outcomes. This is now the standard
social research tool in an area of profound
practical concerns.
Gen X Architects
Design Discourse on Culture and Society
Understanding Hidden Consequences
Viewpoints on the Profession, Education and
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Research
Design Justice
Environmental Design Perspectives
Design Perspectives on Multimodal Documents
"Inclusive Design (termed Universal Design by the
Norwegian government) is being written into
legislation. Products and services will now have to meet
these new criteria. This book show how you can turn
this challenge into opportunities for profitable
innovation."--Page 2
Diversity in DesignPerspectives from the Non-Western
WorldA&C Black
“In plain English, Martin Davidson explains how
diversity can make a company more efficient and
innovative, which leads to greater profits.” —Reginald
Hudlin, producer/director and former President, Black
Entertainment Television, Inc. A conversation with a
CFO he worked with led Martin Davidson to explore the
flaws in how companies typically manage diversity.
They don’t integrate diversity into their overall
business strategy. They focus on differences that have
little impact on their business. And often their diversity
efforts end up hindering the professional development
of the very people they were designed to help.
Davidson explains how what he calls Leveraging
DifferenceTM turns persistent diversity problems into
solutions that drive business results. Difference
becomes a powerful source of sustainable competitive
advantage instead of a distracting mandate handed
down from HR. To begin with, leaders must identify the
differences most important to achieving organizational
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goals, even if the differences aren’t the obvious ones.
The second challenge is to help employees work
together to understand the ways these differences
matter to the business. Finally, leaders need to
experiment with how to use these relevant differences
to get things done. Davidson provides compelling
examples of how organizations have tackled each of
these challenges. Ultimately this is a book about
leadership. As with any other strategic imperative,
leaders need to take an active role—drive rather than
just delegate. Successfully leveraging difference can be
what distinguishes an ordinary organization from an
extraordinary one. “This extensively researched book
moves the diversity paradigm from the human
resource cubicle to the whole organization, the tactical
to the strategic, the short term to the sustainable, and
the domestic to the global.” —Dr. Austin Ifedirah,
Founder & Managing Partner, Engagent Health
As the globe shrinks and the concept of distance
diminishes, this text challenges the current status quo
by identifying the cohesions and specialisations of
design communities across the continents. It sets out
an international spatial design landscape, identifying
and contouring global design practice and design
hotspots from a range of case studies, interviews and
design practice perspectives. Using a range of interior
environments, the chapters link the origins, trends and
perceptions of the interior to create new insight into
trans-global design. The book expands, but also
coheres the interior design discipline to ensure the
subject continues to grow, develop and influence the
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inhabitations of the world. The book features a wealth
of pedagogical elements including: Beautifully designed
with over 100 full colour illustrations, photographs and
examples of design work Maps and diagrams which
highlight hotspots of design across the globe, providing
strong graphic information Interview panels featuring
professional insights from designers across the globe
‘Employability’ boxes, providing a good tips guide for
students gaining employment across the globe
‘International Dimension’ boxes which strengthen the
scholarship of studying interior design in a globalised
way ‘Design Oddities’ box which brings into focus any
new or contextual facts that help contextualise the
global interior.
Re-Designing Teacher Education for Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse Students
The Handbook of Interior Design
The Business of Inclusive Design
Diversity Dimensions in Mathematics and Language
Learning
Generational Diversity at Work
Universal Design 2014: Three Days of Creativity and
Diversity
Cultivating Professional Identity in Design

In Diversifying Barbie and Mortal
Kombat, the third edited volume in the
series that includes From Barbie to
Mortal Kombat and Beyond Barbie and
Mortal Kombat, we expand the
discussions on gender, race, and
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sexuality in gaming. We include
intersectional perspectives on the
experiences of diverse players, nonplayers and designers and promote
inclusive designs for broadening access
and participation in gaming, design and
development. Contributors from media
studies, gender studies, game studies,
educational design, learning sciences,
computer science, and game development
examine who plays, how they play, where
and what they play, why they play (or
choose not to play), and with whom they
play. This volume further explores how
we can diversify access, participation
and design for more inclusive play and
learning.
Design History Beyond the Canon
subverts hierarchies of taste which
have dominated traditional narratives
of design history. The book explores a
diverse selection of objects, spaces
and media, ranging from high design to
mass-produced and mass-marketed
objects, as well as counter-cultural
and sub-cultural material. The authors'
research highlights the often
marginalised role of gender and racial
identity in the production and
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consumption of design, the politics
which underpins design practice and the
role of designed objects as pathways of
nostalgia and cultural memory. While
focused primarily on North American
examples from the early 20th century
onwards, this collection also features
essays examining European and Soviet
design history, as well as the
influence of Asia and Africa on Western
design practice. The book is organised
in three thematic sections: Consumers,
Intermediaries and Designers. The first
section analyses a range of designed
objects and spaces through the
experiences and perspectives of users.
The second section considers
intermediaries from both technology and
cultural industries, as well as the
hidden labour within the design process
itself. The final section focuses on
designers from multiple design
disciplines including high fashion,
industrial design, interior design,
graphic design and design history
pedagogy. The essays in all three
sections utilise different research
methods and a wide range of theoretical
approaches, including feminist theory,
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critical race theory, spatial theory,
material culture studies, science and
technology studies and art history.
Design History Beyond the Canon brings
together the most recent research which
stretches beyond the traditional canon
and looks to interdisciplinary
methodologies to better understand the
practice and consumption of design.
This book aims to provide a framework
for the concept of land take, the
practice by which natural lands are
lost to artificial land development
practices, and present its ecological
implications in urban environments. In
particular, the book intends to
contextualize land take and its
ecological implications in the field of
planning through the analysis of the
evolution of the relationship that
exists between ecology and urban and
regional planning, with case studies
focusing on cities in Europe. Urban and
regional planning (specifically in
terms of tools, policies and
strategies) play a central role in the
redevelopment of this relationship, and
through this perspective the text
explores some operational criteria and
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guiding strategies for the creation of
innovative scenarios of planning and
design. The book is indeed mainly based
upon an ecological planning-oriented
perspective, with the attempt of
creating a strong link between the plan
and the project that will be useful for
students, researchers, policy makers,
and urban planners and designers.
Wie hängen sprachliche und
mathematische Entwicklung zusammen?
Dieser Frage wird derzeit mit großem
Interesse aus unterschiedlichen
Perspektiven nachgegangen. Dieser
Sammelband vereint Erkenntnisse aus
Psychologie, Neurowissenschaften,
Mathematikdidaktik, (Psycho-)Linguistik
und Mehrsprachigkeitsforschung. Der
interdisziplinäre Ansatz bietet einen
umfassenden Blick auf den aktuellen
Forschungsstand, dargestellt von
national und international renommierten
Forschenden. Das Buch gliedert sich in
drei Teile. Der erste Teil „Modelle und
Theorien“ fasst theoretische
Überlegungen zusammen und stellt
Strukturen für Forschung und Praxis
bereit. Dieser Teil dient dazu, den
Grundstein für die anderen Teile sowie
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für zukünftige Forschung zu legen. Der
zweite Teil „Kindergartenalter“ sowie
der dritte Teil „Grundschulalter“
decken empirische Befunde über die
Korrelation zwischen Sprache und
mathematischem Lernen in der jeweiligen
Altersgruppe ab. Ein besonderer Fokus
liegt hierbei auf dem Aspekt der
Mehrsprachigkeit. Damit bietet dieser
Sammelband eine große Bandbreite
fachspezifischen Wissens für
Bildungswissenschaftler*innen,
Lehramtsstudierende, Psycholog*innen
und Forschende zur Mehrsprachigkeit.
Planning and Design Perspectives for
Land Take Containment
Perspectives on HCI Research with
Teenagers
Diversity in Design
Perspectives from the Non-Western World
We Are Not Users
The Industrial Design Reader
Expand Your Market With Design
Practices From Google's Product
Inclusion Team
Just as the term design has been going
through change, growth and expansion of
meaning, and interpretation in practice
and education – the same can be said
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for design research. The traditional
boundaries of design are dissolving and
connections are being established with
other fields at an exponential rate.
Based on the proceedings from the IASDR
2017 Conference, Re:Research is an
edited collection that showcases a
curated selection of 83 papers – just
over half of the works presented at the
conference. With topics ranging from
the introduction of design in the
primary education sector to designing
information for Artificial Intelligence
systems, this book collection
demonstrates the diverse perspectives
of design and design research. Divided
into seven thematic volumes, this
collection maps out where the field of
design research is now. Cultura: A
Communication Toolkit for Designers to
Gain Empathic Insights Across Cultural
Boundaries - Chen Hao, Annemiek van
Boeijen, Pieter Jan Stappers Designing
successful products and services that
people like requires an understanding
of the context and the aspirations of
those people. Over the past decade, a
range of methods has been developed to
help designers gain such empathy. These
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have worked well when designer and
target user share a cultural context.
However, designers often find it
difficult to empathize with the user
insights of individuals from a culture
beyond their first-hand experience. To
help designers step beyond this
limitation, those user insights need to
be placed in a larger understanding of
the cultural context. In this paper, we
present Cultura: a toolkit that uses
nine cultural aspects based on cultural
models, informing designers about user
insights in a broader cultural context.
The toolkit was evaluated in design
sessions with four design teams. The
findings indicate that Cultura provides
inspiration and motivation for
designers to gain empathic insights
into users beyond their own cultural
boundaries and to make effective
designs for people. Graphic Designers
as Cultural Innovators: Case Studies of
Henry Steiner and Kan Tai Keung • Tian
Yao, Ilpo Koskinen It is common to see
graphic design copies of foreign models
or other Chinese designers. These
designers are apathetic toward the work
and neglect its ongoing challenges,
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including the need for constant
innovation. In contrast, there are
masters who use Chinese culture in
creative ways and achieve outstanding
reputations all over the world. The
reasons design masters choose Chinese
culture as a theme for their graphic
work and the unique ways in which they
symbolize cultural resources and
knowledge are explored and explained in
this study. This study also illustrates
how traditional culture can become a
potential innovative strategy by
applying a systematic and culture-based
methodology. The case studies presented
concern the first generation of graphic
designers in Hong Kong: Henry Steiner
and Kan Tai Keung. The preliminary
results of the two case studies show
very positive outcomes for cultural
interpretation becoming a new
innovative stream of graphic design.
Cultural Differences in Aesthetic
Preferences: Does Product-to-Context
Match Matter? • Tseng-Ping Chiu,
Carolyn Yoon, Shinobu Kitayama, Colleen
Seifert Western cultures focus on
salient objects and use categorization
for purposes of organizing the
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environment (an analytic view),
whereas, East Asians cultures focus
more holistically on relationships and
similarities among objects when
organizing the environment (a holistic
view). Previous research has shown that
cognitive approaches differ between
cultures: European Americans prefer an
analytic style, and East Asians tend to
use a holistic style. However, little
is known about how cultural differences
in cognition relate to aesthetic
preferences. In this paper, we explored
whether cultural differences arise in
preferences for products set in
matching vs. mismatching contexts.
Participants in a laboratory experiment
included European Americans and East
Asians. Individually, they viewed
images of a variety of furniture
products (chairs, coffee tables and
floor lamps) and rated their aesthetic
appeal. Each product type appeared in
three different contexts: matching
(target product shown in its usual inhome context); mismatched (target
product shown in an unusual in-home
context) and neutral (the target
product shown on a white background).
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For both cultural groups, products were
judged to be more aesthetically
pleasing in the matching than in the
mismatched context. However, ratings
for products in mismatching contexts
were significantly higher among East
Asians. Our findings suggest that those
with holistic views (East Asians) are
more tolerant of mismatches than are
those with more analytic views
(European Americans). The implications
for product and marketing design
include greater attention to context
presentation. Discourses on Japanese
Lifestyle in Early Modern Design: A
Turning Point from Westernization to
Modern Design • Yoshimune Ishikawa Lowseated chairs for tatami mats that are
characteristic of Japanese-style
interior appeared after late 1940s.
This article focuses on the ambivalence
between Western lifestyles and Japanese
lifestyles by tracing the comments of
designers, critics, magazines and so
forth to clarify a background of them.
The introduction of chairs in Japan was
actually involved, by definition, in a
dichotomy between sitting on the floor
and in chairs, which therefore was far
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from the domestic practicality of
lifestyles among the public. Then we
have to observe the two points for the
introduction of chairs to break through
this rigid situation: (1) how did the
public establish definition of chairs
outside the Westernization? This
article grasps the fact that the
artisans and early designers
accumulated their experience of
producing chairs from scratch, through
trial and error. (2) How did the
relation between sitting on the floor
and in chairs break out of the
dichotomy, through ambivalence? This
article focuses on the fact that the
public enjoyed the physical relaxation
offered by the mix of sitting on the
floor and in chairs. This constituted
the domestic practicality of chairs for
the Japanese. Therefore, such
experiences of making and using chairs
can be summarized as the awakening of a
universe in the distance between the
floor and the seat-height of Western
chairs. It was a new frontier for
Japanese designers, and low-seated
chairs were born in this space. This
article concludes that it marked the
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transition from Westernization to
Japanese modern design. Using PracticeLed Industrial/Product Design Research
to Explore Opportunities to Support
Manufacturing-Related Enterprise in
Overseas Development Assistance (ODA)
Countries • Mark Evans, Timothy
Whitehead The profession of
industrial/product design has the
capacity to support wealth generation
through a product-driven supply chain
that extends across services that
include manufacturing, distribution,
sales and maintenance. Moving away from
the more typical manufacturing
approaches of developed countries,
where the resources available to
support designers employ advanced
technologies and materials, this paper
discusses an on-going UK Arts and
Humanities Research Council-funded
project to explore ways in which
industrial/product design can provide
opportunities for entrepreneurship and
employment in countries on the
Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) Development
Assistance Committee (DAC) List and
receive Overseas Development Assistance
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(ODA). Through practice-lad research
with participants from Uganda, Kenya,
Indonesia and Turkey;
industrial/product design
educators/researchers/practitioners
shared knowledge and expertise and
engaged in creative activity to
translate propositions into proposals
with the potential for manufacture in
each of the four countries. The
findings, articulated product
visualizations, indicate significant
potential to support manufacturing in
countries in a variety of levels of
economic development by adding value to
the packaging of traditional foods;
integrating low-cost imported
components to add value to indigenous
crafts and materials; producing
contemporary furniture designs using
materials that can be considered as
traditional materials; and employing
unorthodox and unexpected materials.
Preserving Craft Heritage by Forging
Rural–Urban Connections • Haodan Tan,
Huaxin Wei, Eli Blevis This study aims
to explore the difficulties of
preserving cultural heritage in rural
areas and to inform better designs of
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computer systems to support such
preservation. In this case study, we
observed and documented craft cultures
in three rural villages in China. Our
methods include photo-ethnography,
interview and observation. From
analyzing various types of data, we
were able to identify issues of
cultural heritage preservation,
including cultural identity and values.
We propose a conceptual system design
for an installation and software
connecting rural craftspeople and
people who appreciate crafts, as a
means of fostering a mutual
relationship of support and
appreciation. We believe this
relationship can help preserve cultural
heritage in rural areas. Some of the
system installation elements were
prototyped in scale models. The paper’s
primary contribution is the design
field research, analysis of design
field research and conceptualization.
Designing Language Learning for Migrant
Workers’ Workplace Integration • Youngae Hahn, Nyamsuren Gombodoo The number
of migrant workers in South Korea is on
the rise, but their inadequate Korean
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language skills prevent them from being
promoted at work, or fairly treated as
respected members of the society. In
this study, in collaboration with a
government-authorized language
educational facility for immigrants,
the authors investigated (a) challenges
in migrant workers’ Korean as a second
language learning, and (b) design
principles of lessons and learning
materials specifically targeted to
their needs. Student and teacher
interview data confirmed that the
workers’ limited time for study, weak
motivation, Korean colleagues’
indifferent attitude and limited
teaching resources at educational
facilities are major barriers to
achieving higher levels of linguistic
skills. From the data, the authors
identified four design principles:
personalized content, community
participation, portability of materials
and micro learning modules. Informal
lessons via Facebook, factory safety
signs and portable writing drill
booklets are designed as on-going
experimentations of the principles.
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Scale Community Space in Densely
Populated Urban Environment to Perform
Both Sacred and Contemporary Functions
• Louis Poon Shek Wing This research is
based on the scenario in the context of
Hong Kong, in which church has been
built in densely populated urban
environment restricted in flat space.
The research objectives were: (1)
firstly to investigate the relationship
between theology and spatial design in
Hong Kong Protestant church; (2)
secondly, to analyze the issue of the
lack of design with respect to sacred
identity in the church of Hong Kong
that leads to an unappealing and nonsacred appearance of Protestant church;
(3) and finally, to establish
theoretical standpoints on designing
sacred space with contemporary quality
without surrendering of the sacred
identity. The aims of the research were
to understand the influence of
secularization to the rationale of
church design and to generate an
appropriate identity of church with a
theoretical standpoint to serve the
contemporary community effectively. In
order to meet these objectives, the
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study comprised of a qualitative site
observations of 171 churches, which
provided comparative figures for the
study of churches incorporated with
design elements or no design elements.
In Hong Kong approximately 775 one-flat
churches, which are 66% of the total
number of Protestant churches, are
located in different layers of vertical
space within this vertical city. When
churches provide social services in the
same limited space, the identity of
church is surrendered to the need of
the social community. This study
endeavors to facilitate church design
with the focus on the immanence quality
in order to encounter the different
spatial limitations in church design.
Design Dialogs as a Specific Mode of
Communication: About the Ongoing
Exploration of Solution Space • Terry
van Dijk, Matthew Cook Decision-making
with respect to urban design is a
particular arena where designerly modes
of interaction are used, but placed in
the specific context of coordination
across a variation of actors. The
planning literature that describes how
urban design is included in decisionPage 28/47
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making is poorly connected to design
literature. This paper laments this
disconnection and shows where design
theories reflect planning theories, and
where they can further complement in
order to create a richer understanding
of urban planning. Urban Planning in
the Middle East: Analyzing Al-Tahrir
Square as a Public–Political Space in
Iraq • Rasha Al-Tameemi Al-Tahrir
Square, surrounded by commercial
crowded streets, financial
headquarters, and governmental
institutions is one of the most iconic
squares in Baghdad. It is part of daily
life for many Iraqi people due to its
central location, which is
characterized by busy roads with
honking cars. In this essay, I am going
to explore Al-Tahrir Square in Baghdad,
Iraq as a venue of rebellion for Iraqi
people. Since 2015, Iraqi people from
diverse backgrounds have been gathering
in the square to protest for their
rights every Friday. It has been the
site of many historical events in Iraq
although it has been established as a
social place. I will explore the
sociopolitical significance of AlPage 29/47
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Tahrir Square by connecting the history
of the place with how it has been
changed since 1961 when the Freedom
Monument was first open to the public.
The research addresses the urban
landscape of Al-Tahrir Square and its
transformation over time, taking into
consideration the political issues that
affect it. I will analyze policies and
regulations that have discouraged
people from gathering in the Square to
prevent political threats to the
government and suggest ways to create
safer spaces and mixed used
attractions, modify the natural
landscape of Al-Ummah Garden to make it
more connected to the Square, and
revitalize the existing kaleidoscope
for closer proximity to Tigris River.
Universal Design, Design for All and
Inclusive Design are all aimed at
dismantling physical and social
barriers to inclusion in all areas of
life. Engagement in universal design is
on the increase worldwide as
practitioners and researchers explore
creative and desirable solutions to
shape the future of universal design
products and practices. This book is a
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collection of the papers presented at
UD2014, the International Conference on
Universal Design, held in Lund, Sweden,
in June 2014. The conference offered a
creative and diverse meeting place for
all participants to exchange knowledge,
experiences and ideas, and to build
global connections and creative
networks for future work on universal
design. The themes of UD2014 span many
aspects of societal life, and the
papers included here cover areas as
diverse as architecture, public
transport, educational and play
environments, housing, universal
workspaces, and the Internet of things,
as well as designs and adaptations for
assistive technology. The book clearly
demonstrates the breadth of universal
design and its ongoing adoption in
societies all over the world, and will
be of interest to anyone whose work
involves building a more inclusive
environment for all.
This edited book provides professionals
in the field of English Language
Teaching (ELT) with a situated and
culturally-responsive account of
diversity and inclusion in English
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language education, from primary to
higher education and in a wide range of
settings. The volume focuses on three
overlapping areas: interculturality,
special education needs, and gender.
The chapters in each section seek to
help readers reflect on the
opportunities and challenges of
diversity as a step towards inclusive
practices, and raise awareness of
critical topics across the curriculum
and beyond by engaging in wider social
issues. This book will be of interest
to language teachers and teacher
trainers, as well as scholars working
in applied linguistics, higher
education, intercultural studies, and
related fields.
Decades of investigations into
diversity in the workplace have created
mixed answers about what kinds of
effects it has on employees and teams,
and whether or not it can be managed
effectively to generate positive
outcomes for organizations. In contrast
to mainstream work from management and
psychology, critical views on workplace
diversity have emerged that seek to
grasp more fully the messy social and
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political realities of workplace
diversity as they operate in context.
Critical Perspectives on Diversity in
Organizations therefore seeks to
review, integrate and build upon
emerging critical perspectives on
workplace diversity to help give a
fuller understanding of how employee
differences affect workplace
interactions, relationships,
employment, inequality, culture, and
society. Critical perspectives help to
fill in and openly recognize many of
the more far-reaching issues that pure
management and psychology approaches
can leave out – issues of power,
inequality, politics, history, culture,
and lived experiences. If organizations
do not try to take these issues into
account and critically reflect on them,
then diversity management is likely to
remain a relatively blunt instrument or
worse, a hollow piece of rhetoric. This
book will be of interest to
international graduate students and
researchers working on topics
associated with equality, diversity and
inclusion in organizations, as well as
various organizational practitioners
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and activists engaged with these
issues.
Diversifying Barbie and Mortal Kombat:
Intersectional Perspectives and
Inclusive Designs In Gaming
International Perspectives on Diversity
in ELT
Dialogues, Diversity, and Design
Why Diversity Efforts Fail and How
Leveraging Difference Can Succeed
International Perspectives on Designing
Professional Practice Doctorates
Re:Research, Volume 5
Design Thinking for Educational Change
This volume provides educators with a global
understanding of the challenges associated with the
growing diversity of student identities in higher education,
and it provides evidence-based strategies for addressing
the challenges associated with implementing equity and
inclusion at different higher education institutions around
the world.
Features New York's most celebrated architects
Make your users fall in love with your site via the
precepts packed into this brief, charming book by
MailChimp user experience design lead Aarron Walter.
From classic psychology to case studies, highbrow
concepts to common sense, Designing for Emotion
demonstrates accessible strategies and memorable
methods to help you make a human connection through
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design.--Back cover.
Through a critical-ecological lens, this book examines
how to prepare preservice teachers to be resourceful and
responsive practitioners in addressing the intellectual
needs of children often labeled as "culturally and
linguistically diverse." It explores a comprehensive redesign of a teacher education program grounded in
research on the complex factors that affect the teaching
and learning of linguistically and culturally diverse
children. Re-Designing Teacher Education for Culturally
and Linguistically Diverse Students challenges hegemonic
cultural and linguistic norms, quantitative and static views
of "resources," the impact of U.S. education policy, and
the limited attention to the agency, identities, and strategic
actions of diverse students and their families.
Teacher as Designer
Proceedings of the 21st International Conference on
Electronic Publishing
Critical Perspectives on Diversity in Organizations
New York Dozen
Interior Design
Perspectives on Diverse Student Identities in Higher
Education
Diversity and Design
The purpose of this title, first published in
1972, was to bring into focus the work and
viewpoints of individuals and groups that were
engaged in man-environment research, design
and education. Reflecting the multidisciplinary
nature of the field of man-environment
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relations, topics range from aspects of
environmental design methodology to research
applications from the behavioural sciences. This
title will be of interest to students of
architecture.
How the tools of design research can involve
designers more directly with objects, products
and services they design; from human-centered
research methods to formal experimentation,
process models, and application to real world
design problems. The tools of design research,
writes Brenda Laurel, will allow designers "to
claim and direct the power of their profession."
Often neglected in the various curricula of
design schools, the new models of design
research described in this book help designers
to investigate people, form, and process in ways
that can make their work more potent and more
delightful. "At the very least," Peter Lunenfeld
writes in the preface, "design research saves us
from reinventing the wheel. At its best, a lively
research methodology can reinvigorate the
passion that so often fades after designers join
the profession." The goal of the book is to
introduce designers to the many research tools
that can be used to inform design as well as to
ideas about how and when to deploy them
effectively. The chapter authors come from
diverse institutions and enterprises, including
Stanford University, MIT, Intel, Maxis, Studio
Anybody, Sweden's HUMlab, and Big Blue Dot.
Each has something to say about how designers
make themselves better at what they do through
research, and illustrates it with real world
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examples—case studies, anecdotes, and images.
Topics of this multi-voice conversation include
qualitative and quantitative methods,
performance ethnography and design
improvisation, trend research, cultural diversity,
formal and structural research practice, tactical
discussions of design research process, and case
studies drawn from areas as unique as computer
games, museum information systems, and
movies. Interspersed throughout the book are
one-page "demos," snapshots of the design
research experience. Design Research charts
the paths from research methods to research
findings to design principles to design results
and demonstrates the transformation of theory
into a richly satisfying and more reliably
successful practice.
The Handbook of Interior Design explores ways
of thinkingthat inform the discipline of interior
design. It challengesreaders to consider the
connections within theory, research,
andpractice and the critical underpinnings that
have shaped interiordesign. Offers a theory of
interior design by moving beyond adescriptive
approach to the discipline to a 'why and how'
study ofinteriors Provides a full overview of the
most current Interior Designresearch and
scholarly thought from around the world
Explores examples of research designs and
methodologicalapproaches that are applicable
to interior design upper divisionand graduate
education courses Brings together an
international team of contributors,including
well established scholars alongside emerging
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voices inthe field – reflecting mature and
emergent ideas,research, and philosophies in
the field Exemplifies where interior design sits
in its maturation as adiscipline and profession
through inclusion of diverse authors,topics, and
ideas
Graphic Design in Urban Environments
introduces the idea of a category of designed
graphic objects that significantly contribute to
the functioning of urban systems. These
elements, smaller than buildings, are generally
understood by urban designers to comprise such
phenomena as sculpture, clock towers, banners,
signs, large screens, the portrayal of images on
buildings through “smart screens,” and other
examples of what urban designers call “urban
objects.”The graphic object as it is defined here
also refers to a range of familiar things
invariably named in the literature as maps,
street numbers, route signs, bus placards, signs,
architectural communication, commercial
vernacular, outdoor publicity, lettering,
banners, screens, traffic and direction signs and
street furniture. One can also add markings of a
sports pitch, lighting, bollards, even red carpets
or well dressings. By looking at the
environment, and design and deconstructing
form and context relationships, the defining
properties and configurational patterns that
make up graphic objects are shown in this book
to link the smallest graphic detail (e.g. the
number 16) to larger symbolic statements (e.g.
the Empire State Building). From a professional
design practice perspective, a cross section
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through type, typographic, graphic and urban
design will provide a framework for considering
the design transition between alphabets, writing
systems, images (in the broadest sense) and
environments.
Design Research
Diversity in Engineering
Outlooks and Opportunities in Blended and
Distance Learning
System, Medium, and Genre Relations
Investing in Cultural Diversity and Intercultural
Dialogue
International Perspectives on Equity and
Inclusion
Community-Led Practices to Build the Worlds
We Need

This text provides lecturers with a resource to teach interior
design from an inclusive perspective, acknowledging the
contributions of all world cultures, rather than just western
European traditions.
Teen Computer Interaction is concerned with the design,
evaluation and implementation of technologies for teenagers
and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them. It
aims to give special consideration to the unique development
issues and diversity of this particular user group. Teenagers
are possibly the most diverse, dynamic and technologicallyaware user group. Working with teenagers can enable
researchers to gather valuable insights and opportunities to
inform the design and implementation of new technologies.
Researchers have now begun to acknowledge that Teen
Computer Interaction is a specialised area of HCI and this
book brings together some of the best work in this field toPage 39/47
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date. The book provides relevant HCI communities with an
inclusive account of methods and examples of best practice
to inform those working with teenagers in research and
design projects. The chapters recount research with
teenagers in many different domains and provide many
different contributions to the field of Teen Computer
Interaction including design methods, models, case studies
and ethical considerations. The aim of this book is to provide
a solid foundation from which the discipline of Teen
Computer Interaction can grow, by providing a valuable
resource for those wishing to conduct HCI research with
teenagers. Perspectives on HCI Research with Teenagers is
aimed at academics, practitioners, designers, researchers and
students who are interested in the new and emergent field of
Teen Computer Interaction.
This volume integrates multimodal theoretical frameworks
with those from graphic communication and information
design and applies this critical synthesis to the examination
of the changes and relationships that occur when multimodal
documents are distributed across various means and
channels of consumption. Drawing on examples from
popular newspapers and store catalogs, the book’s specific
focus is on documents as sets, here defined as the collective
of all the assorted forms of a document published across
multiple mediums and modes. This approach affords a multilayered analysis of multimodal documents more broadly, in
addition to engaging in questions about the very definition of
a document and the terminology we use in relation to
documents, including genres, mediums, and modes. As both
a critical examination of the theoretical frameworks
employed in literature on documents and a way forward for
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new approaches to analyzing multimodal texts, this volume is
key reading for students and scholars in multimodality,
graphic communication, design, media studies, and
information science.
An outcome of international conferences on the professional
practice doctorate has been a continuing conversation
amongst scholarly practitioners focused on addressing
challenges and issues being encountered concerning in the
number and variety of professional practice doctorates in the
twenty-first century. These conversations have resulted in a
proliferation of programs utilizing a variety of pedagogical
models focused on practicing professionals undertaking
research and development in the workplace. Grounded by
critical friend theory, contributions from scholar
practitioners in Australia, Canada, England, Ireland, Israel,
New Zealand, USA, and Wales address trends and themes in
international professional practice doctoral programs. These
include how knowledge is produced, organized, developed
and used; doctoral program design; program capstone
models; insider- outsider collaborative research
partnerships; and collaborative ways to work across national
boundaries in different settings.
Perspectives on Culture, Education and Multilingualism
A Global Profession
The End of Diversity As We Know It
20 on 20/20 Vision
Proceedings of the International Conference on Universal
Design, UD 2014 Lund, Sweden, June 16-18, 2014
New Research Perspectives
Building For Everyone
This report analyses all aspects of cultural diversity,
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which has emerged as a key concern of the international
community in recent decades, and maps out new
approaches to monitoring and shaping the changes that
are taking place. It highlights, in particular, the
interrelated challenges of cultural diversity and
intercultural dialogue and the way in which strong
homogenizing forces are matched by persistent
diversifying trends. The report proposes a series of ten
policy-oriented recommendations, to the attention of
States, intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations, international and regional bodies, national
institutions and the private sector on how to invest in
cultural diversity. Emphasizing the importance of cultural
diversity in different areas (languages, education,
communication and new media development, and
creativity and the marketplace) based on data and
examples collected from around the world, the report is
also intended for the general public. It proposes a
coherent vision of cultural diversity and clarifies how, far
from being a threat, it can become beneficial to the action
of the international community.
This report contains fifteen presentations from a
workshop on best practices in managing diversity,
hosted by the NAE Committee on Diversity in the
Engineering Workforce on October 29-30, 2001. NAE
(National Academy of Engineering) president William
Wulf, IBM vice-president Nicholas Donofrio, and Ford
vice-president James Padilla address the business case
for diversity, and representatives of leading engineering
employers discuss how to increase the recruitment,
retention, and advancement of women and
underrepresented minorities in engineering careers.
Other speakers focus on mentoring, globalization,
affirmative action backlash, and dealing with lawsuits.
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Corporate engineering and human resources managers
attended the workshop and discussed diversity issues
faced by corporations that employ engineers. Summaries
of the discussions are also included in the report.
This groundbreaking anthology is the first to focus
exclusively on the history of industrial design. With
essays written by some of the greatest designers,
visionaries, policy makers, theorists, critics and
historians of the past two centuries, this book traces the
history of industrial design, industrialization, and mass
production in the United States and throughout the
world.
This book offers insights into how design-based
processes, principles, and mindsets can be productively
employed in diverse P-16 educational spaces by a myriad
of educational actors including teachers, instructional
leaders, and students. It addresses concerns about the
theoretical and practical implications of the still emergent
emphasis of design in education. The book begins by
examining a number of prominent design processes
being used by educators including human-centred
design, designing for authentic inquiries, and Universal
Design for Learning. It then delves into how teachers,
system leaders, and students can engage in educational
design within the complex spaces of K-12 contexts.
Finally, the book takes up design in education within a
maker and making context. Each chapter includes a
vignette, a series of guiding questions, along with
specific design principles that can help address common
challenges and issues educators encounter in their
practice. This book provides both theoretical and
practical elements involved in educational design and is
beneficial to scholars, graduate students, educators, and
pre-service teachers.
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Managing Diversity in the Military
Research Perspectives from the Defense Equal
Opportunity Management Institute
Design History Beyond the Canon
Managing the Workforce of the Future
A Critical-Ecological Approach
Empathy, Creativity, Collaboration, and Seven More
Cross-Disciplinary Skills

Although diversity is a twentiethcentury term, as the United States
continues through the twenty-first
century, the issue of diversity in
society and in organizations is
becoming more complex. Managing
Diversity in the Military addresses
current equal opportunity and diversity
issues and explores how the military is
attempting to resolve them. The
research presented reflects interests
of scholars from various backgrounds
who use different models, approaches,
and methodologies, many of which are
adapted from the study of civilian
institutions. The work is divided into
five sections âContemporary
Approaches to Managing Diversity,â
âDiversifying Leadership: Equity in
Evaluation and Promotion,â âGender
Integration and Sexual Harassment,â
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âMilitary Discipline and Race,â and
âWhere Do We Go from Here?â which
proposes future research directions for
equal opportunity and diversity
management in the armed forces. All of
the areas explored in this accessibly
written volume have counterparts in the
civilian sector. The book offers
insights, practical methodologies, and
effective management guidelines for
commanders, civilian-sector executives,
and human resource practitioners
responsible for equal opportunity
programs and outcomes. This is now the
standard social research tool in an
area of profound practical concerns.
Diversity and Inclusion to build better
products from the front lines at Google
Establishing diverse and inclusive
organizations is an economic imperative
for every industry. Any business that
isn’t reaching a diverse market is
missing out on enormous revenue
potential and the opportunity to build
products that suit their users' core
needs. The economic “why” has been
firmly established, but what about the
“how?” How can business leaders adapt
to our ever-more-diverse world by
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capturing market share AND building
more inclusive products for people of
color, women and other underrepresented
groups? The Product Inclusion Team at
Google has developed strategies to do
just that and Building For Everyone is
the practical guide to following in
their footsteps. This book makes
publicly available for the first time
the same inclusive design process used
at Google to create user-centric awardwinning and profitable products. Author
and Head of Product Inclusion Annie
Jean-Baptiste outlines what those
practices look like in industries
beyond tech with fascinating case
studies. Readers will learn the key
strategies and step-by-step processes
for inclusive product design that
limits risk and increases
profitability. Discover the questions
you should be asking about diversity
and inclusion in your products for
marketers, user researchers, product
managers and more. Understand the
research the Product Inclusion team
drove to back up their practices Learn
the “ABCs of Product Inclusion” to
build inclusion into your
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organization’s culture Leverage the
product inclusion suite of tools to get
your organization building more
inclusively and identifying new
opportunities. Read case studies to see
how product inclusion works across
industries and learn what doesn't work.
Building For Everyone will show you how
to infuse your business processes with
inclusive design. You’ll learn best
practices for inclusion in product
design, marketing, management,
leadership and beyond, straight from
the innovative Google Product Inclusion
team.
An Operative Framework
Methods and Perspectives
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